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MIDWEEK NEWS
WHILE YOU'RE WAITING FOR THE NEXT
WTL PODCAST EPISODE TO COME OUT...

Preview of the Next Episode
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The Cult of Pedagogy website is for teacher nerds... which
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explains why we love it so much. The mastermind behind
behind the site, Jennifer Gonzalez, is an ELA ( English
Language Arts) teacher, and in Friday's episode she is
interviewed by our own Rebecca Blouwolff. Jenn and
Rebecca talk about some of Rebecca's favorite episodes and
how they relate to the teaching of world languages. Head over
to Jenn's site cultofpedagogy.com and check out a few blog
posts or podcast episodes while you are waiting for Friday's
episode to come out. You'll be glad you did!
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RESPONSE TO EPISODE 98: OPI, THE
PROFICIENCY LEVELS, AND
EXPECTATIONS FOR STUDENT PERFORMANCE
WITH ELLEN TOUBMAN AND RYAN ROCKAITIS

Reactions to past episodes:

Look Back

This response is by Dr. Ann Aly, Workshops and
Certification Program Manager at ACTFL. You
can find her on Twitter @AnnMAlyy
It was so great to hear Ellen and Ryan share their
experiences about how the OPI has impacted their
classrooms! As they mentioned, the OPI isn’t just an
assessment, but also one in a series of professional
development opportunities for language educators.
Ryan and Ellen mentioned the MOPI (yes,
pronounced “mopey”) and the OPI, which are two of
our most popular workshops. The MOPI usually
lasts two days and focuses on the Novice and
Intermediate levels, which is great for K-12 teachers or
folks who only have a couple days to spare for a
workshop. The OPI is four days and covers all
proficiency levels (Novice-Superior), which folks who
teach heritage speakers or upper-division courses
tend to prefer. If you were grabbed in by the
discussion on the episode and must know more, you
can:
Check out our Summer Institute workshops for 2019
Host any of our workshops at your school- we have
one day, two day, and four day options on a range
of topics, including the AAPPL!
Talk to us! You can email us at workshops@actfl.org
or tweet us at @actfl
We look forward to hearing from you!

Catch Up

Updates from Contributors
If you haven't subscribed to
CASLS (episode 79) yet, make
sure to check it out! Some
recent activities they have
included are about assessment
and risk taking and a scavenger
hunt using Google Translate.

There is a new podcast called
OnEducation that discusses a wide
variety of topics such as curriculum,
technology and grading. In the most
recent episode, Noah Geisel (episode
13) lead a new segment called Dig It
or Ditch it. You can check the
podcast out on iTunes.

Who wants to play 1 Like = 1 Answer?

Look Back

This past weekend, we kicked off a
game of 1 Like = 1 Answer,
a social media game where people
post this picture
and tell their followers that for every
like, they'll answer one question. We
had such a fun weekend learning
about our Twitter friends!
If you haven't jumped in yet, now's a
great time! Post the picture on Twitter
or Facebook, tag @weteachlang, and
ask your friends to like the post. We
can't wait to learn more about YOU!

